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ON BUYING

Trading requires confidence; but, paradoxically, it also demands
humility. Since the markets are huge, there is no way you can mas-

ter everything. Your knowledge can never be complete.
This is why we need to select an area of research and trading and

specialize in it. Let’s compare financial markets to medicine. Today’s
physician cannot be an expert in surgery, psychiatry, and pediatrics.
Such universal expertise may have been possible centuries ago, but
modern physicians must specialize.

THE THREE GREAT DIVIDES

A serious trader also needs to specialize. He must choose an area of
research and trading that appeals to him or her. A trader needs to make
several key choices:

• Technical vs. Fundamental Analysis
Fundamental analysts of stocks study the values of listed com -
panies. In the futures markets they explore the supply-demand
equations for commodities. Technicians, by contrast, believe that
the sum of knowledge about any stock or future is reflected in its
price. Technicians study chart patterns and indicators to determine
whether bulls or bears are winning the current round of the trad-
ing battle. Needless to say, there is some overlap between the two
methods. Serious fundamentalists look at charts, while serious tech-
nicians like to have some idea about the fundamentals of the market
they are trading.
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• Trend vs. Counter-Trend Trading
Almost every chart shows a mix of directional moves and choppy
trading ranges. Powerful trends fascinate beginners: if you were to
buy at a bottom, so clearly visible in the middle of the chart, and
hold through the entire rally, you would make a ton of money.
Experienced traders know that big trends, so clearly visible in the
middle of a chart, become foggy near the right edge. Following
a trend is like riding a wild horse that tries to shake you off at
every turn. Trend trading is a lot harder than it seems.

One of the very few scientifically proven facts about the mar-
kets is that they oscillate. Markets continuously swing between
overvalued and undervalued levels. Counter-trend traders capi-
talize on this choppiness by trading against the extremes.

Take a look at the chart in Figure 1.1, and the arguments for
and against trend or counter-trend trading will leap at you from the
page. You can easily recognize an uptrend from the lower left to
the upper right corner. It seems appealing to buy and hold—until
you realize that a trend is clear only in retrospect. If you had a
long position, you’d be wondering every day, if not every hour,
whether this uptrend was at an end. Sitting tight requires a great
deal of mental work!

Swing trading—buying below value and selling above value—
has its own pluses and minuses. Trading shorter moves delivers
thinner returns, but the trades tend to last just a few days. They
require less patience and make you feel much more in control.

In his brilliant book Mechanical Trading Systems: Pairing Trader
Psychology with Technical Analysis, Richard Weissman draws a
clear distinction between three types of traders: trend-followers,
mean-reversal (counter-trend) traders, and day-traders. They have dif -
ferent temperaments, exploit different opportunities, and face 
different challenges.

Most of us gravitate towards one of these trading styles with-
out giving our decision much thought. It is much better to figure out
who you are, what you like or dislike and trade accordingly. 

• Discretionary vs. Systematic Trading
A discretionary trader looks at a chart, reads and interprets its
signals, then makes a decision to buy or sell short. He monitors
his chart and at some point recognizes an exit signal, then places
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an order to exit from his trade. Analyzing charts and making deci-
sions is an exciting and engaging process for many of us.

A systematic trader cannot stand this degree of uncertainty. He
does not want to keep making decisions every step of the way.
He prefers to study historical data, design a system that would
have performed well in the past, fine-tune it, and turn it on. Going
forward, he lets his system track the market and generate buy and
sell signals.

Systematic traders try to capitalize on repeating market pat-
terns. The good ones know that while patterns repeat, they do not
repeat perfectly. The most valuable quality of a good system is its
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Figure 1.1 Moving Averages Identify Value
Daily chart of MW, 26-day and 13-day EMAs

The slow EMA (exponential moving average) rarely changes direction; 
its angle identifies the increase or the decrease of value. The faster EMA 
is more volatile. When prices dip into the zone between the two lines
 during an uptrend, they identify good buying opportunities. Prices are
attached to values with a rubber band; you can see that prices almost
always get only so far away from the EMA before they snap back. When
a rubber band extends to the max, it warns you to expect a reversal of the
latest move away from value.

A. Pullback to value in an up -
trend—Buy!

B. Price far above value—Sell!
C. Price far below value—Buy!
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robust ness. We call a system robust when it continues to per-
form reasonably well even after market conditions change.

Both types of trading have a downside. The trouble with discre -
tionary trading is that it seduces beginners into making impulsive
decisions. On the other hand, a beginner attracted to systematic
trading often falls into the sin of curve-fitting. He spends time
polishing his backward-looking telescope until he has a system that
would have worked perfectly in the past—if only the past
repeated itself perfectly, which it almost never does.

I am attracted to the freedom of discretionary trading. I like to
study broad indexes and industry groups and decide whether to
trade from the long or short side. I work to establish entry and
exit parameters, apply money management rules, determine the
size of a trade, and finally place my order. There is a sense of
thrill in monitoring the trade and making a decision to exit as
planned, jump a little sooner, or hold a little longer.

The decision to be a discretionary or a systematic trader is rarely
based on cost/benefit analysis. Most of us decide on the basis of
our temperament. This is not different from deciding where to live,
what education to pursue, and whether or whom to marry—we
usually decide on the basis of emotion.

Paradoxically, at the top end of the performance scale there is
a surprising degree of convergence between discretionary and sys-
tematic trading. A top-notch systematic trader keeps making what
looks to me like discretionary decisions: when to activate System A,
when to reduce funding of System B, when to add a new market
or drop a market from the list. At the same time, a savvy discre-
tionary trader has a number of firm rules that feel very systematic.
For example, I will never enter a position against the weekly
Impulse system, and you couldn’t pay me to buy above the upper
channel line or short below the lower channel line on a daily chart.
The systematic and the discretionary approaches can be bridged—
just don’t try to change your method in the middle of an open trade.

Another key decision is whether to focus on stocks, futures, options
or forex. You may want to specialize even further, by choosing a spe-
cific stock group or a few specific futures. Making a conscious decision
will help you avoid flopping around, the way so many people do.
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It is important to realize that in all of these choices there is no right
or wrong way. What you select will depend primarily on your tem-
perament, which is perfectly fine. Only greenhorns look down upon
those who make different choices.

ONE TRADER’S TOOLBOX

In the first edition of this book, I dedicated an entire section to a
description of my trading toolbox—its development and its current
state. Some readers liked that, but many complained that they already
had this information from my earlier books.1 As a result, in this edition
I decided to limit a discussion of the tools I use to a thumbnail sketch.

Looking at a day’s bar or a candle on any chart, we see only five
pieces of data: open, high, low, close and volume. A futures chart also
includes open interest. This is why I have a rule of “five bullets to a
clip”—allowing no more than five indicators on any given chart. You
may use six if you desperately need an extra one, but never more than
that. For myself, I do well with four: moving averages, envelopes, MACD
and the Force Index.

You are not obligated to use the same four indicators. Please feel free
to use others—only be sure to understand how they are constructed, what
they measure, and what signals they give. Choose a handful of tools, and
study them in depth until you become comfortable with them. 

What about classical charting, with its head-and-shoulders tops, rec-
tangles, diagonal trendlines, and so on? I believe that much of their
alleged meaning lies in the eye of the beholder—traders draw lines on
charts to confirm what they want to see.
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1My methods and techniques are described in the following books:
Trading for a Living (1993) has a broad coverage of trading psychology and tech-

nical indicators. It introduces the Triple Screen trading system and the Force Index.
Come into My Trading Room (2002) covers psychology and technical analysis but

stresses money management and trade planning. It introduces the Impulse system and
SafeZone stops.

Entries & Exits (2006) features interviews with 16 traders who share both winning
and losing trades. There are my comments on every trade; the album-sized book is
printed in color.

If you are going to read only one of these books, I recommend Come into My
Trading Room, but if you plan to learn more it is better to read them in the order
shown above. All of these books also have study guides.
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I am suspicious of classical charting because it is so subjective. I trust
only the simplest patterns: support and resistance lines as well as
breakouts and fingers, also known as kangaroo tails. I prefer computer-
ized indicators because their signals are clear and not subject to multiple
interpretations.

Many beginners have a childish faith in the power of technical analy-
sis, often coupled with quite a bit of laziness. Each month I get e-mails
from people asking for “the exact settings” of moving averages, MACD,
and other indicators. Some say that they want to save time by taking
my numbers and skipping research so that they could get right on to
trading. Save the time on research! If you do not do your own research,
where will you get the confidence to trust your tools during the
inevitable drawdown periods?

I believe that successful trading is based on three M’s—Mind,
Method, and Money. Your Method—indicators and tools—is just one com-
ponent of this equation. Equally important is the Mind—your trading
psychology—and the Money, or risk control. All three are tied together
through good record-keeping.
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